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mogram, e.g., the coda, they certainly do not apply to
transient signals, e.g., body waves, or to signals that

Abstract. In this paper we present a method for analyzing seismicsignals recorded at an array of seismometers. The method is basedon the multiple signal charac-

arrivesimultaneously
from differentdirections(multipathing). We have adaptedMUSIC to measureboth

terization (MUSIC) method. Four important features
of this approachare: (1) it has the ability to resolve
multiplecloselyspacedsources,(2) it workswith both
stationary,andnonstationary
signals,(3) it ismostsensitiveto the strongestsources,and (4) it providesa

nonstationary and stationary signals.
Theory and Method

In the followingwe illustrateSchmidt's[1981,1986]

geometric interpretation of the solution to the direction finding problem. We have developed a numerical
algorithm that extends the MUSIC method to nonstationary and correlated signals. We present results using this algorithm to measure directions of arrival and
amplitudes of multiple plane waves in a homogeneous

signal subspaceapproach using a special case of plane
wavespropagating in a homogeneousmedium. For simplicity in the following discussionwe consider a single
component of motion although MUSIC allows for multiple components.

Suppose
that a set of q(< N) planewaveswith an-

medium.

gular frequency •v are incident on an array of N sensors
in a homogeneousmedium . The narrowband signal

Introduction

receivedat station •i at time t is givenby

Seismic arrays have proved useful in a variety of
problems, for example, discrimination between nuclear

q

•(•'i,t)= 2 Amei{•:'"'œi-•t+4'"{t))
Jr,(œi,t),(1)

explosions
andearthquakes
[e.g.,Ringdaland Husebye,
1982],determinationof earth structurefrom crust to
core[Capon,1974, Filson,1975, Aki et al., 1976],determinationof the strikeand dip of the Moho [Haskov
and Kanasewich,1978],measurements
of near source
groundaccelerations
[McLaughinet al., 1983],and observations
of earthquakerupturepropagation[Spudich
andCranswick,1984,Abrahamson,
1985].The pioneering work of Capon[1967,1969]hasservedas the basis

m----1

where
,(•i,t) isthenoise,
gmisthewavevector
ofthe
ruthsignal,and •m(t) is the phaseof the ruth signal.A
stationarysignalexistswhen •m(t) is a randomfunction of time. A correlated stationary signal exists when

any•i(t) and•b•.(t)
arerandom
butcorrelated
witheach
other. A nonstationarysignalexistswhen•m(t) is not
a random function of time. In the following we assume

for most of the analysis of seismic data collected using specialized arrays, excepting techniques developed

that the noise•/(5i, t) is randomand uncorrelated
with
the signal. The covarianceof the signal received at stations i and j is defined as

for seismicreflection. AlthoughCapoh's[1969]high
resolutionmaximum likelihood techniquehas been successfullyapplied in certain cases,developmentsin array
signal processingin fields outside of seismologyduring

RO.-

the past decadehaveproducedseveraltechniques[see
Kay and Marple, 1981, or Haykin, 1985, for reviews]

where <)t meanstime average,and • indicatesHermi-

tianconjugate.
R/y is a measure
of thecorrelation
betweensignals
received
at 5i andsignals
received
at

with resolving power superior to Capon's high reso-

lution method. In particular,Schmidt's[1981,1986]
multiplesignalcharacterization
(MUSIC) methodhas

When the q signals are stationary, the elements of the
covariance

features, described below, that make it extremely well
suited for array analysis of seismicdata.
We have started to develop a numerical algorithm
based on MUSIC specifically for array analysis of seismic signals. In preliminary tests of the method we have
been able to demonstrate its superior resolution over
Capoh's method. Capoh's method and other modifications assume that

the observed

time

(2)

matrix

are
q

Rij= • IArn]2e
i•""{•-•)+a2•ij, (3)
m=l

where•r2 is the noiseintensity.Thus,the observed
covariances are a linear superposition of individual signal
covariancesplus some measure of noise. Defining the
observed signal vector as

series is station-

ary, and its constituent signalsare uncorrelated. While
these assumptionsmay apply to certain parts of a seis-

•(t) = [•(•1,t),•(52,t),...,•b(SN,t)]
T,

(4)

where T means transpose, the covariance matrix is
Copyright
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where © indicates the outer product of two vectors. The
signal vector can be written as
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R is a2 withmultiplicity
N- q. Fromthisit follows
that the number of signalscan be determinedfrom the

r'

numberof largeeigenvalues,
i.e. thosegreaterthan •2.

-

It alsofollowsthat the N-q

-

_=

•

a
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j=l,...,q.

(9)

DefineEs asthe N x q matrixwhosecolumnsarethe q
eigenvectors
of R associated
with the q largeeigenvalues,As the q x q diagonalmatrix whosediagonalelementsare the largeeigenvalues
of R, En the N x N- q

A• A --

--

totheqspatial
signal
vectors
•(/•m),i.e.,

e-•.•Y(/•j)
=0; i=q+l,...,N,

A

•--

eigenvectors
of R, e-•,

associated
with the minimumeigenvalue
are orthogonal

1oo

matrix whosecolumnsare the eigenvectorsof R associated with the N-q small eigenvalues,
and An the
N-q x N-q diagonalmatrix whosediagonalelements
are the minimum eigenvaluesof R. The covariancema-

trix can be written in terms of its eigenstructureas

Fig. 1. Minimumangularresolution
between
twosignalsrs. signalto noiseamplitude
ratio(SNR).Fortwo

R = EsA.E•
+ EnAnE•n,

(10)

stationary signals MUSIC's results are shown as A's

and Capon'sby E!'s. For nonstationarysignalsMUSIC'sresultsare shownas ¸'s. For stationarysignals
1

theangular
resolution
of MUSICis approximately
2•
times better than Capon's resolution. For nonstation-

ary signalsMUSIC's resolutionis decreased
by a factor

ofapproximately
3«fromthestationary
case.

where
E.A.E•represents
thesignals
contribution
to
thecovariances
andEnAnE•n
represents
thenoise.
The
essence
of the MUSIC methodis to find the q signals
whichgive a best fit to the signalcovariances.
With this in mind, definethe array manifoldas the

setofvectors
•(•;)which
correspond
to thespatial
dependenceof plane wave vectors

q

•(•)= [ei•:'œ',
ei•:'œ2,
...,ei•:'œ'v], (11)

m:l

where the directional dependenceis containedin the

where/•
canhave
anyvalue
consistent
withI•:[=

signal direction vectors

where/• is the mediumvelocity. In general,the set of
array manifoldvectorscan be computedfor any given
arrayconfigurationprovidedthat the medium'svelocity

The covariance matrix can then be written as

structure
isknown.
It isalsopossible
todetermine
empirically.

q

m:l
or

R = USU• + a2I,
where

$
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and I is the identitymatrix. In this approachwe find

theqsignal
direction
vectors
ff(/•m)andtheninvertfor
theirassociated
intensities
IAml2.
Whenq, lessthan N, planewavespropagateacross
an N stationarray,the covariance
matrixof the signals

USU•hasrankq andisnonnegative
definite.
In this
caseit is easyto showthat the minimumeigenvalue
of

-[t0.O0

-20.O0 O.O0

20.O0

qO.O0

THETR

Fig. 2. Comparison
ofpowerspectra
offivestationary
signalsat 0ø, +10 ø, and +20 ø with SNR = 10.0. Ver-

tical linesare the MUSIC powerestimates;
the smooth
curveis the powerestimatedby Capon'smethod. A's
correspondto input signals.
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<•=z
•=z A,,A,•ei(g,,.•-g,,.•+•,,(•)-•,,(•)
rn•n
The first two terms are the same as the stationary co-

variancesof Eq. (3). The last term arisesfrom the interferenceof the q nonstationarysignals. If the MUSIC
method were applied directly to these covariances,the
number of eigenvaluesgreater than Amin would be less
than the actual number of signals, and thus we could

notfindthesignal
direction
vectors
We modified MUSIC to avoid this problem by reducing the contribution of the nonstationary terms in
the covariancesby averaging the covariancesover subarrays. We choosethe size of the subarray by combin-

õ

oo

-o.oo

o'.oo

2b.oo

ub.oo

THETR
Fig.3.
Comparisonof power spectra for three nonstationary signals and one stationary signal. Open D's
correspond to input nonstationary signals; /•'s input
stationary signals. MUSIC acurately locates all four
signals. Capon's method accurately locates only the
stationary signal.

Todetermine
thesignal
direction
vectors
•(•;m),we
search
forarraymanifold
vectors
•(•;)which
haveminimum projection in the noise subspace. We do this by
finding peaks in the directional function

=

z

(z2)

n-I 2'

While equivalent to finding an array manifold vector
that lies almost entirely in the signal subspace,finding
the minimum projection onto the noise subspaceleads
to a more precise measurement of the incident signal's
direction

of arrival.

Tofindtheqsignal
amplitudes
equate
USU• with
the signal eigenvector covariances

USUi = E.A.E.
f.

(13)

Approximating
theqsignal
direction
vectors,
•(•;m),by
theqarray
manifold
vectors,
•(•;),which
have
minimum
projection in the noise subspaceand inverting for S we
have

• = [AtA]-ZAtE.AsE•A[AtA]
-z, (14)
where

over subarrays. The size of the subarray is increased
incrementally, from a single station, until the number
of large eigenvaluesof the averagedcovariancematrix
stops increasing,or until the number of large eigenval-

uesis equalto Naog- 1, whereNa, is the dimension
of
the averaged covariances. Once the appropriate size of
the subarrays has been determined, MUSIC is used as

before
tofindthesignal
direction
vectors
•(•;) andthe
signal
ir•tens•ties
matrix•. In thiscase
thediagonal
elementsof S are signal intensitiesand the off diagonal
elements are a measure of signal correlation.
Experiments and Results

In this section we describe a series of experiments
that illustrate the capabilities of our algorithm and

comparethem with Capon's [1969] high resolution
method. In each experiment we have used a sevencomponent linear array with equal spacing in a homogeneousmedium. The covariancematrix was calculated
from synthetic time serieswhich were generated as a linear superpositionof stationary and nonstationary plane
waves in a background of white noise.
In the first set of experiments we input a single signal in a background of white noise. For both MUSIC
and Capon's high resolution method we found that the
minimum resolvablesignal to noise amplitude ratio was

approximately
0.3 (• -10dB) independent
of angleof
arrival or signal correlation. The second set of experiments compared the capabilities of both methods to
resolve two, closely-spacedsignals. We looked at pairs

of either stationary or nonstationarysignalsin white
...
...

ß

Thediagonal
elements
of • areestimates
of thesignal
intensities.

The method describedthus far was developedunder
the assumption that the signals are stationary. When
nonstationary signals are incident, the covarianc• can

no longer•e written • in Eq. (3). Insteadthe covariances

ing an informationtheoreticcriteria[Waxand Kalaith,
1985]to estimatethe numberof signals,with a spatial averagingtechnique[Shanet al., 1985]to average

•e

noise. In Figure 1 we plot the minimum resolvable angular separation versussignal to noise ratio for MUSIC
and Capon's method. For stationary signals MUSIC
has approximately two and one half times greater resolution than Capon's method. When nonstationary sig-

nals are incident, MUSIC's resolutionis degradedbecause the necessaryspatial averaging decreasesthe effective number of sensorsN. However, Capon's method
cannot resolve nonstationary signals.
In another set of experiments we compared the capabilities of these methods to resolve a large number
of signals. In Figure 2 we compare the power spectra of these methods when five stationary signals with

closelyspaceddirectionsof arrival and varying ampli-
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tude are incident. MUSIC accurately located all five signals. Capoh's method was unable to resolvethe closely
spacedsignalsbut did give a rough estimateof the peak
power. An example with four signalsthree of which are
nonstationary is shown in Figure 3. MUSIC resolvesall
four signals;Capoh's method resolvesonly the stationary signal.
Summary

We have presentedthe MUSIC method as a means
for analyzing seismic signals recorded at an array of
seismometers. The numerical algorithm that implements MUSIC

was used to measure directions of arrival

and amplitudes of multiple stationary and nonstationary plane waves in a homogeneousmedium. In comparisonswith Capoh's high resolution maximum likelihood
method

we found

that

both

methods

had similar

res-

olution capabilities when a single signal was present.
However, when multiple signals were present, some of
which were nonstationary, MUSIC had much higher resolution. Further, when the number of signalswas larger
than the number of sensors,MUSIC was most sensitive
to the strongestsignals. Of particular importance is the
adaptation of MUSIC to deal with nonstationary signals
which Capoh's method cannot resolve. In principle MUSIC can be used to study nonplanar, broadband, polarized signals propagating in an inhomogeneousmedium.
Developmentof numerical algorithms dealingwith these
conditions is in progress.
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